shaping tomorrow with you

Smart Meeting
Collaboration

Peace of mind reliability
At Fujitsu we develop our products to meet the highest standards in both quality and
technology. We are committed to ensuring users of both product and service excellence
with prestige, quality, performance and sustainability all synonymous with our brand.

The Fujitsu Interactive Panels
seamlessly integrate wireless
presentation and collaboration,
allowing streaming of quality visual,
audio and HD videos from user
devices to the panel.

Fujitsu Interactive Panel

The built-in annotation function allows
users to freeze, annotate, save and
share any onscreen notes anytime.
Turn the panel into a modernized
whiteboard and seamlessly engage
the whole meeting collaboration.

All Fujitsu Interactive Panels are
equipped with 4K UHD display,
delivering 300 cd/m2 of brightness,
legible text and crisp image quality.
The stunning display is key to support
presentations that require illustrations
of the finest visual details.

up to

Modular Design & Future
Proof Upgradability

The design of the front bezel is intuitively
user-friendly, using hotkeys to allow you
to easily select your input sources, adjust
volume, and calling up the setting menu.
USB connectors for external devices are
also included.

Easy Connectivity to
Multimedia Devices
Simply connect your multimedia
devices to Fujitsu Interactive Panel with
display port and standard connectors,
such as HDMI, USB and more.

Fujitsu Interactive Panels come in
four sizes, ranging from 55” to 86”,
readily designed for different
meeting rooms of all sizes.

4K UHD Resolution

Realtime Onscreen
Annotation

Hotkeys at Your
Fingertips

The Fujitsu Interactive Panel series is ideal for business users looking to upgrade their existing
projector-based meeting spaces. Compared to projector systems, the Fujitsu Interactive Panel
is more robust, offering higher resolution and outstanding image quality, thus creating
unparalleled interactivity in office meeting rooms.

Fits Meeting Rooms
of All Sizes

Wireless Multi-device
Mirroring

The modular design of the key
components of the Fujitsu Interactive
Panels protects your office investment.
Without obsoleting the entire panel,
you can simply upgrade the respective
module as needed.

Fujitsu promise
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Each unit of Fujitsu’s panels is
equipped with an anti-reflective
tempered glass filter that effectively
reduces light reflection in the
meeting rooms and optimizes
screen readability.

Flicker-Free LCD
Technology
Fujitsu Interactive Panels employ
flicker-free display technology, creating
a comfortable viewing environment
and protecting meeting participants
from eye fatigue.

Multi-Platform
Compatibility
Compatible with mainstream operating
systems — Windows, Mac OS, iOS and
Android. Simply connect your device to
the panel and you are good to go.

Fujitsu promise
The Fujitsu Interactive Panel series is ideal for business users looking to upgrade their existing
projector-based meeting spaces. Compared to projector systems, the Fujitsu Interactive Panel
is more robust, offering higher resolution and outstanding image quality, thus creating
unparalleled interactivity in office meeting rooms.
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Technology
Fujitsu Interactive Panels employ
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a comfortable viewing environment
and protecting meeting participants
from eye fatigue.

Multi-Platform
Compatibility
Compatible with mainstream operating
systems — Windows, Mac OS, iOS and
Android. Simply connect your device to
the panel and you are good to go.

Hotkeys at Your
Fingertips
The design of the front bezel is intuitively
user-friendly, using hotkeys to allow you
to easily select your input sources, adjust
volume, and calling up the setting menu.
USB connectors for external devices are
also included.

Easy Connectivity to
Multimedia Devices
Simply connect your multimedia
devices to Fujitsu Interactive Panel with
display port and standard connectors,
such as HDMI, USB and more.

Display technology
Reducing the level of eye fatigue and providing the best viewing experience is of utmost
importance for an effective meeting environment. The Fujitsu Interactive Panel series employs
stunning 4K Ultra High Definition display, capturing the finest image details with pixel-packed
density. Anti-glare coating is applied onto the display guard glass to reduce reflection whilst
flicker-free display technology is applied to remove LED backlight flickering.

Flicker-Free Display
Technology
Flicker-Free technology removes
LED backlight flickering commonly
found in traditional LCD displays.

Connectivity
The Fujitsu Interactive Panel provides business users
with hassle-free setup and installation. Everything is
plug-and-play and switching of input sources can be
done via the remote control or on-screen menu.

Multi-device sharing

Real whiteboard usage experience

Advances in wireless technologies have made content sharing simple and a full meeting
collaboration experience possible. The Fujitsu Interactive Panel supports real-time mirroring
of users’ devices to the panel screen, with smooth streaming of visual and audio content.

The ultimate goal of applying technology to meetings is to foster active interaction and cultivate
a collaborative environment. The annotation utility of the Panel transforms the display into a
true digital whiteboard for meetings.

7H Hardened Glass
The display of the Fujitsu Interactive Panel is guarded
by a 4mm thick 7H hardness tempered glass, serving
both as protection for the panel and the viewers.

Multitouch Touch
screen Experience

Near natural writing
experience

The Fujitsu Interactive Panel features
a 20-point touch screen that allows a
maximum of 10-pens writing on the
screen at the same time.

The Fujitsu Interactive Panel supports both pen
and finger writing without the need for special
equipment. A virtual duster erase feature is also
incorporated to provide a smooth and natural
handwriting experience.

Smart Annotation
Anti-Glare Filter
Reflections from ambient lighting
often distract users from focusing on
displayed content. An anti-glare
filter effectively reduces reflection.

Front Bezel
Connections

Side Panel
Connections

Wake-up, volume controls, menu
call up and other common buttons
are easily accessible from the front
bezel. Three USB ports for external
media or device connections are
also available.

Multimedia connectors such as
HDMI, VGA and Audio are all located
at the side panel of the main unit,
allowing easy access. WiFi module
and optional computing modules
can also be installed right from the
side panel.

Magnetic Pen Holder
Although the Fujitsu Interactive
Panel supports pen and finger
touch, pen is still the most popular.
The front bezel has a magnetic pen
holder area for storing and handy
pickup of the touch pens.

Users can freeze, annotate,
save and share any screen
content, be it a presentation
slide, a video screenshot or a
webpage for future reference
or sharing.

Multi-device capability
The Fujitsu Interactive Panel serves as a
hub for sharing content from multiple
devices. It can simultaneously display
screens of up to 4 devices, enabling
presenters to switch between devices
anytime.

Multi-platform

Wireless mirroring

The wireless screen sharing feature
supports different devices running
different operating systems, including
smartphones, tablets, notebooks,
Windows, Mac, iOS and Android.

Through wirelessly mirroring the presenter's
screen to the panel display, delivery becomes
more versatile and vivid. Full meeting
collaboration is also encouraged by enabling
users to share their work with meeting
participants in real time.
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